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The author hopes that the Animated 'L' Driving Guide coursewar will 
manage to overcome the current accident phenomenon th t al l ' happen 
nowadays because of drivers' lack knowledge and m st f 111. 1 
An Animated 'L' Driving Guide is one of th that help 
students especially in guiding them about traffi rul • traffic ethic and traffic 
sign to increase users' interest especially the students ('L' license candidates). 
The student will better understand the real situations of traffic signs through 
animation because learning driving theory from books alone is certainly not easy. 
The important factors of having this courseware in the education system 
because currently many students are having the conventional way to learn traffic 
rules, traffic signs and traffic ethics with lecturers supervised. Sometimes the 
lecturers cannot ensure whether their students able to achieve their requirement. 
So the teaching lesson is not convenient and less impressive. It will also enable 
the lecturers to teach the students as one of teaching tool in more interactive way 
rather than the conventional way. It also becomes one of the government 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Definition 
Driving test is one critical process of givin :r n 1 Ii ens to drive. 
Efficient driver education will produce graduat d dri 'r' hi 'h' ill n t only pas 
the driving test but at the same time is a safe dri r in th ro . With the help of 
science computer technology, we can create a pr gram that will help in driver 
education. This project is taken up with the intention to improve the user skills 
and familiarize them with traffic law and road safety in Malaysia in order to 
schedule and replenish needed to satisfy anticipated demand. Besides, it is also to 
serve the purpose of maximizing profit with a clear focus on improved efficiency 
and effectiveness. 
Thus, I have planned to develop a courseware (educational software) that 
an Animated 'L' Driving Guide (Panduan Memandu Beranimasi) using the 
combination of multimedia element so that it will attract a student attention and 
also better understand in traffic laws and road signs because learning driving 
theory from books alone is certainly not easy. If they have access to a multimedia 
PC and can afford a courseware, they will find this a much easier, more effective 
and enjoyable way to learn. The major learning medium for all students will be 
highly interactive multimedia computer-based learning material that will allow 
us to educate student to the mastery level. 
Other than that, I will also provide user with user's manual to enable 









1.2 Project Objective 
The objective of this project is concerned with road safety that student 
will be able to apply knowledge, processes and skills to becom saf . competent 
users of the highway transportation system. Also this ours ' iding 
new direction to existing driving education pro) ms in ~ ala 1• i as the 
alternative solution. 
1.3 Project Aims 
The aims of this project is to make teaching and learning traffic law and 
road signs in an effective and interesting way for 'L' candidates. It is also a tool 
that can be used to encourage the use of computers in driver education system 
and to enhance the computer literacy level of students and lecturers. 
1.4 Project Scope 
1.4.l System Scope 
The software focusing mainly on rule knowledge of the regulations and 
maneuvering a car, a safety benefit can hardly be expected. This courseware also 
is build fully in Malay language as national language that suitable for all level of 
students so that the students will not be confused by the language used and then 
the software will be package in CD-ROM that can be implemented by driving 
schools or it can be purchase personally for self-training. This medium has 











1.4.2 User Scope 
This project system is not only provides better services for the novice 
user ('L' candidates) from different background but also helps immen ely to the 
driving school internal management (lecturers). The student can gun more 
information on traffic signs and provide stud mt with close itu ti n at driving 
test surrounding. Beside, by having visual-b is ·d m xlul ~.it ill ;\ tud nt to see 
the concept presented. It also contains materials that all ~ tudents to explore 
and learn at their own pace. So every student h s the pp rtunity to learn at their 
full potential. For lecturers, they can use this software as teaching tool that can 
be conducted in the classroom and also provide a simple user friendly system to 
obtain more information about road signs and driving ethics. 
1.4.3 Project Scope 
The project that I am about to build is divided into several module. There 
are 3 modules for animation part. For Road Signs Module, the user will know 
more about road signs with their description. Every road signs has its animation 
whether in true or wrong situation when the users click on the right or wrong 
button. In the Traffic Rules Module, there are three (3) traffic rules button with 
animation and one part for mind test. For Driving Ethics Module, the user can 
control the car by using the keyboard button and also answers the question in that 
game. It should be a lot more interesting and effective. In the other hand, my 
partner will be doing the mock theory test. The mock theory test will covers all 










1.5 Problem Statement 
Driving is a complex activity that involves factors associated with the 
road and the vehicle, the driver and traffic environment. Traffic accident surveys 
tend to show that human factors are the most preval ent contribut r ' fact r in 
traffic accidents. The causes of traffic accid cnts arc man 1 and c mple · but 
studies show that 96% of all accidents invol .. some 11. rm of dri er error in 
Malaysia. It is a sad fact that the total number of ro d a cidents in Malaysia 
exceeded 262,235 in 2001. Motorcyclists as b ing m re prone to accidents - of 
the 6,280 deaths recorded in 2003, 60% of the fatalities involved motorcycles. 
President of Association of Malaysian Driving Institutes, Mat Aris Bakar 
says the top 3 things that may cause drivers on probation to lose their license are 
consumption of alcohol while driving, not having 'P' stickers on their cars and 
committing a traffic offence such as speeding or causing a traffic accident. The 
analysis of road accidents indicates that beginner drivers in are over-represented 
in road accidents. Lack of attention, reckless driving, lack of proper protection, 
speeding, bad personal habits, social and behavioral misconduct and 
inconsiderate drivers of larger vehicles are some of the problems that cause 
accidents. Thus, the most effective means to prevent accidents from occurring is 
the improvement of driver skills through training and testing program. 
Based on the article of Saving Teenage Lives: the Case for Graduated 
Driver Licensing tell us that the young drivers have a poor driving performance 
such as inexperience, greater risk exposure, risk-taking behavior and immaturity. 










expanding the learning process, reducing risk exposure, improving driving 
proficiency and enhancing motivation for safe driving. 
Director of Road Safety Research Centre, Prof Dr Radin Umar Radin 
Sohadi from Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM) says the 'U nt road safety 
education curriculum, although satisfactory focuses m r nth· t sk of driving 
rather than safety. Motor vehicle crash s nr • th 1 rding f death for 
teenagers. Novice drivers are inexperienced and imm ture · hich are the factors 
contributing to teenage drivers being ovcr-rcpres ented in traffic crashes. There is 
no simple solution to reducing the crash involvement of the novice and 
experienced driver. 
Conversely, driver education without the aid of computer or the 
traditional driver education methods will be facing many problems. In many 
cases crashes are caused by lack of knowledge of basic traffic laws or the lack of 
basic vehicle handling skills. They just learn all about the traffic rules based on 
the text book provided by Kurikulum Pendidikan Pemandu (KPP) or in the 
theory class with the explanation by instructor. The 'L' candidates just imagine 
all of traffic rules and how its operations. This is an utterly passive environment. 
This makes the teaching and learning process rather dull and boring. So, from 












Driver education works better with a graduated driver licensing system 
which provides interactive computer learning. This learning should not focu on 
how to pass the test but know how to incorporate the nppropri lt kills. attitude 
and behavior to be a safe successful driver. that, bl' xi m th' dri r education 
curriculum provided by Department of Motor V hi '1 . I am g ing to 
develop the new system that can be engage a an int ra ti to familiarize all 
level of users with this learning package to provid ·L' candidates with a detailed 
understanding of the fundamentals of driving and foster responsible attitudes and 
behaviors. 
As a result of quality traffic safety instruction, candidates will be able to 
demonstrate a working knowledge of the traffic rules. Other than that, I also wish 
that through this learning package, more candidates will understand the 
importance of the traffic rules. In short, a multimedia courseware can be defined 
as a self-contained to help the student to accomplish certain well defined 
objectives. 
Using computer-simulated tools and manipulative has also been shown to 
increase achievement when combined with physical manipulative and tools. This 
case motivate me to create new software that used fully multimedia elements that 
can give the 'L' driving license candidates' indifferent understanding while 










1.7 Expected Outcome 
After research and review on current teaching and learning style in 
driving education and also some other research related to this project that I will 
explain in the following chapter, this project will have th" foll ving rpected 
outcome: 
)- The interface will include multimedia or anim rtion appli ti n and clear 
graphic which will attract candidate's attention and interest. 
)- Enable user to choose any contents. 
)i;>- Helping in motivating users in learning Highway Code (Road Sings) based 
on their situations. 
1.8 Project Limitation 
This software needs the higher Random Access Memory (RAM) and 
higher speed to create the animation and edit picture in Macromedia Director 
MX and Adobe Photoshop CS because I will use a lot of images, gif animation 
pictures and sound effects which are loaded into this courseware. In addition, my 
computer is not suitable for bad weather so that I can't build the courseware 
when bad weather. Also, the information inside cannot be updated when it 
packaged as stand-alone file or CD-ROM. 
1.9 Project Schedule 
The Gantt chart below is the project schedule for the whole project. It can 







































CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Overview 
Review of literature is a background study about th kn wl dge and 
information gained to develop this project. The purpose of this lit crature review 
is to gain a better understanding on the developm nt m ethod l gies used while 
developing a project. 
References, related articles and examples of previous theses have been 
searched and analyze to understand and recognize the existing interactive 
multimedia available in the market. Investigation and analysis of all these 
information are very important to ensure to the existing system. It will also avoid 
repeating and carrying the weaknesses of the existing application to the proposed 
system. 
2.2 Multimedia in Education 
2.2.1 Ways of Learning 
Learning takes place at different levels and in different modes. At its 
most basic, multimedia can help user recognize words, terms, and theirs 
contextual meaning. Multimedia application can be designed to support different 
learning methods and style. Simple vocabulary trainers for foreign languages or 
technical terms are the multimedia equivalent of multiple-choice test for the 











At the level, visual perception begins to play a role. Shapes and colors, 
graphic element, and movement through space and/or time present information in 
many different ways. The user is empowered to choose a route through the 
material or ask questions about the content of still pictures or sequ nee' of 
moving images. Multimedia computing still ff r man un ~ pl ite po ibilities 
for this kind of learning, especially in art' hist ry. 
Interactive learning can also be a hie d vi rot -pl ying and situational 
games or communication with other users. For rampl multiple users govern a 
simulated medieval town or discuss a picture with a gallery visitor in another 
location via the Internet. 
2.2.2 Multi-sensory Learning 
One important principle of didactics is the use of several different channels 
of sensory information at the same time. It is possible to retain about three times 
as much information with multi-sensory input as with just one channel. It is 
though that the retention rate after hearing is on average around 20%, after 
seeing around 30%, after hearing and seeing together 50%, and after hearing, 
seeing and touching around 70%. The retention rate, of course, also depends on 
factors such as motivation, sensitivity, and presentation. 
An important element in the use of multimedia computing, especially for 
the audience, is "action". New information is acquired more quickly and easily if 










2.2.3 Users' Choices 
Multimedia computing has a decisive didactical advantage in comparison 
with films or slide shows. Users influence the working of a program and may 
even communicate with other users. They can choose from a menu or shortcut, 
repeat or prolong ongoing processes. They may e en abl t pi ·e together 
information and present it to other users, Int llig nt intern ti " programs take 
note of the users' responses, adjust to their su ces in learning or to their 
mistakes, and prepare the subsequent learning units a ordingly. 
2.2.4 Audience and Goals 
The target audience for the multimedia application needs to be defined· at 
the outset of the project. A profile of the audience should be developing, 
considering such factors as age, education, interests, and computer literacy. The 
individual steps for learning, the volume of information, and its complexity must 
be adapted to each user or group of users. If user group consists of people who 
are intimidated by using computers, a program without too much interactivity 
may be best. An essential aspect of didactics is to adjust to the learning rhythm 
of users and to offer them a slower or quicker-paced path through the material. 
The right hardware, software, and other additional equipment have to be 
chosen during the planning phase. An estimate is needed of how many 
multimedia workstations have to be installed and how many users should be able 
to work at any unit at the same time. Usually equipment and input devices such 
as touch screens, mice, or keyboards are appropriate for specific installations. It 










economically with traditional media such as video or slide shows. Multimedia 
computing should not simply be used because it is modem or available, but 
because it responds to a specific teaching goal. 
Developing effective multimedia teaching applicati n requires itive and 
intelligent collaboration between museum educators md multimedia pecialists. 
Only the continuous exchange of ideas and o pcricn '. 'On en ure progress in 
this interdisciplinary field. 
2.3 Packaging 
There are many decisions to be made about the packaging of a 
multimedia product. CD-ROMs require labels, package-inserts, boxes, and 
registration cards. Wording should capture the audience's attention and visually 
appealing. 
The type of packaging required is also important. Often CD-ROMs are 
packaged in a box of the same size as most software boxes. This allows stores to 
stock it more easily and makes the product appear more substantial and 
professional. It also allows space to include further documentation if required. 
Packaging must be visually appealing while communicating information 
about the product, its developers, copyright, and technical requirements. This can 
be a lot of information in a small space, especially if it must be in more than one 










2.4 Computer Technology in Teaching and Learning Driver 
Education 
2.4.1 Introduction 
The growth of the technology had become on' of th' im rtant role in 
the educational process. Technology had be '11 m erged " rith , ch l curriculum 
as one of the method used to plant and manure int rest t ward the growing 
technology. 
2.4.2 CD-ROM Based Learning 
2.4.2.1 What is CD-ROM based learning 
CD-ROM based learning refers to the use of CD-ROM technologies in 
delivering a broad array of solutions that enhance performance and knowledge. 
With CD-ROM which is rich with multimedia content and capability, CD-ROM 
based learning can simulate a huge number of percentages of classroom training 
with other added advantages. 
2.4.2.2 Advantages of CD-ROM based learning 
1. Effectiveness and Retention 
It is normal phenomenon that students lost or forgotten what they have 
learnt within a period of time. It is human nature to learn by repetition 
to gain back their memory on what they have learned before. As a 
result, CD-ROM based learning had played an important role to allow 
user to refresh or repeat as many times as they had master the material 










2. Anytime and Anywhere 
With the CD-ROM, it allows students to learn virtually anytime, 
anywhere and whenever they want to. The D-ROM is portable 
anywhere the user go and it makes learning proc ss more tl . rible. 
3. Speed and consistency 
With CD-ROM based learning, there is no limit to it c lability and it 
can be used to train as many people a po sibl at the shortest possible 
time-frame at a very attractive cost and consist nt training results and in 
a flexible way. 
4. Pacing-Learn at own pace 
Another valuable reason for using CD-ROM based learning is that the 
control it allows students in the learning process. In an instructor-led 
course it's hard to address all of the different levels of knowledge 
students bring to the course. CD-ROM based learning courses allow 
each and every student to proceed at his/her own pace, skipping 
material they already know and when necessary, rewinding the material 
as well as reviewing new concepts. 
5. Fits user's schedule 
Other than all the advantages that I state above, there are another 
benefits that user can gain through CD-ROM based learning. It was the 
flexibility for the user to use the CD-ROM at home or in school 










2.4.2.3 Limitation of CD-ROM based learning 
Although there are lots of advantages of using a CD-ROM based 
learning but there are some limitations in using it. One of the limitations is that to 
run CD-ROM based learning. User will need a multimcdi 1 P and oth r than 
that it cannot be installed on the network easily due to th requi ment of high 
bandwidth on most of the CD-ROM based 1 zarniu :r content. F r CD-ROM 
Administration it will need to have many D-R M for ari us topics. 
2.4.2.4 Consideration on Implementation a CD-ROM Based Learning 
Solution 
Having understood the benefits and limitations of CD-ROM based 
learning, the consideration below is needed when implementing a CD-ROM 
based learning solution: 
1. Interesting and Compelling Content 
The content of the CD-ROM should be interesting and attractive and 
also compelling for users to continuously using it and will gain benefits 
from it. 
2. Contents and Application 
A lot of information can be put inside the CD-ROMs for various 










2.5 Existing System Review 
In Malaysia, there still does not have any courseware regarding Animated 
'L' Driving Guide. So I have decided to take overseas xisting system as 
comparison. 
Case Study l 
http://www.highwaycodc.gov.uk/16.htm 
From this learning package, we can find an explanation of the concept 
about traffic signs. The users will know the true procedures about the traffic 
laws. In my opinion, I feel that it was very interesting and easy to navigate. But 
one of the disadvantages that I find was it need some time to load and many 
advertisements appear. Also, there are no animations for each situation. 
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Figure 2.1: Case Study 1 










Case Study 2 
http://golocalnet.net/drive/signs.htm 
This website focuses only to learn traffic control signs. It ha a little bit 
explanation about traffic signs. The weakness that T find from thi web ite was 
not much interactive multimedia and the interface not "r attra ti and simple. 
Users may bore after read for several times. Further. the " is 11 animation about 
traffic signs and it is difficult for users to understand the real situations. 
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2.6 Summary on Existing System Research 
There are many of web-sites based on similar topic to my project "Animated L' 
Driving Guide". But I choose only two for my literature rcvic . I an ummanze on 
these systems as every system have their strengths and ' aknc s. , from this 
strengths and weaknesses I will build the courscwarc th 1 m ets th u "'I'S' n ds. 
However, there is one common purpose between my project and the existing 
project that is to provide an interactive multimedia courseware using animation for each 
traffic signs based on either true or wrong situations. Developing courseware using 
animation can make user more understanding what they learn. 
I found that, how you actually capture the interest of the users is what important 
to the system and its purpose of existing. The systems have to look interesting or 





















3.1 System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
The System Development Life Cycle (SDL ) whi h is als id ntified as 
Application Development or Information System D" lopm ent, is the process for 
developing information system. The processes that in 1 e are investigation, 
analysis, design, implementation, and maintenance. 
The SDLC methodology is applicable, in part or whole, once any system 
is being developed, modified, or deleted. This methodology is used to apply to 
computerized systems, and automated or non-automated processes. 




Coding and Debugging 
System Testing 










3.1.1 Software Concept 
The first step in this software concept process is to recognize a need for 
the new system or the system that will be developing soon. For software 
development company, this process may need the panicipati n of end u er who 
turn up with a suggestion for improving their work r som time may only 
involves those who are Information System p pl but for m 1 project, I only do 
some review on existing system (CD-ROM based) and finding from internet to 
view on existing online educational courseware and ome other research that is 
related to my project. 
3.1.2 Requirement Analysis 
Requirement analysis is the method of investigating or analyzing the 
information needs of the end users, and any system currently being used, 
developing the functional requirements of the system that can meet up with the 
needs of the users. Also, the requirements should be recorded using 
documentation, executable prototype, electronic mail, storyboard for user 
interface or some other form of record. 
The requirement documentation should be referred through the whole 
system development process to make sure that the developing project well-sited 
with user needs and requirements in terms of data, system performance, security, 
and maintainability requirements for the system. All requirements are defined to 










The activity in this phase includes: 
1. Collecting facts and information. 
2. Analyzing system requirement. 
3. Ranking the requirement. 
4. Generating alternatives and selection. 
3.1.3 Architectural Design 
Once the requirements have been determined the essential specifications 
for the hardware, people, and data resources and the information products that 
will suits the functional requirements of the planned system can be determined. 
The design will serve as an outline for the system and helps to discover the 
problems before these errors or problems are constructed into the final system. 
3.1.4 Coding and debugging 
Coding and debugging is the act of producing or developing the final 
system. This is the step for developing and preparing for the system to operate. 
Coding is the most important activities because it was the activity that will make 
the planning or system successful. 
3.1.5 System Testing 
To evaluate its actual functionality in relation to expected or intended 










3.2 Benefits of a Good Methodology 
It is essential to choose a good methodology that suite the project that 
develops in order to identify the phases that have a clear beginning and end at 
which milestone can be established. A process is important be' u it imposes 
consistency and structure on a set of activiti s. This h lps incon istencies, 
redundancies, and omissions in the process, a th " problem are noted and 
corrected the process become more effective. 
A good methodology will provide the following benefits: 
> Provide a standard framework for the developers so that they are in the right 
track and develop the system consistently. 
> Provides better understanding of the system requirements. 
> Able to identify errors and omission during development. 
> Facilitate and enhance the planned process toward greater effectiveness, 
efficiency and reliability. 
3.3 Characteristic of a Good Methodology 
Below are the characteristic of a good methodology: 
> Easy to use for average analyst and programmers. 
> Covers all phases of system development. 
> Well quality documentation is available. 
> Good vendor support in terms of training and consultancy. 










3.4 Sawtooth Model 
To develop my system, I had chosen the Sawtooth model ' hich it is a 
similar to waterfall, each activity is completed before to th ne t acti ity. This 
model is an extension of V model which includ s client/us 'r vi ' 1 by introducing 
checkpoints (demo's) that look like "teeth", For previous m d 1 focus on 
developer's view, the client is "out of the loop" until ace ptance testing occurs. 
This model makes process more visible to client. 
SDLC such as Waterfall Model is one of linear model. The most 
important parts of modem projects are all about knowledge acquisition and 
rationale management. Waterfall Model does not capture that ongoing process of 
getting feedback from the clients, or accounting for changes. But the Sawtooth 
Model tries to fix that by drawing a horizontal line (two (2) abstraction level or 
in other words, swim lanes) and placing actions either above the line (in the 
clients domain) or below it (in the developer domain). The actions then go back 
and forth between the two domains. 
Sawtooth Model is more like the structure of course project deliverables. 
Several prototypes precedes final product. The model allows testing on real 
system as opposed to module by module. In fact, user studies and evaluation 
using prototypes. This model manages to reduce risk of final product not meeting 
actual needs of users. 
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3.4.1 Steps on Sawtooth Model 
3.4.1.1 Requirement Analysis 
In this phase, all the information that is relevant to the proj t is gathered using 
various techniques such as: 
) Interview 
) Searching online articles from the Int met 
) Research through books and journals 
User requirements are defined and specified. A requirement specification is the 
output of this stage 
3.4.1.2 System design 
The requirements are mapped into system design. Based on the user 
requirements and the detailed analysis of a new system, the new system will be 
designed. This phase is a most crucial phase in the development of a system. 
Normally, the design proceeds in two stages: 
• Preliminary or general design 
The features of the new system are specified 
• Structure or detailed design 
Computer oriented work begins in earnest 
A design specification is the output of this phase. Design prototyping is 
incorporated to evaluate and assess alternative design strategies. This phase is to 
establish the . overall system architecture. The system design partitions the 









3.4.1.3 Program Design 
There will be two level of design. The top level and detail level design will be 
used to design the interface of each of the web page and the database functional 
and non-functional modules for the system. The interface will be d igned by 
using prototypes. 
3.4.1.4 Prototyping 
Prototype is a working model of one or more aspects of a projected system. It is 
constructed and tested quickly and inexpensively in order to test our 
assumptions. A prototype of the system will be build according to the project 
scope and analysis of the system before the beginning of the building the actual 
system. 
3 .4 .1.5 Coding 
System design is transform into program codes. Prototyping is evolved into a 
full-scaled final system. Output of this stage is an operational system, which is 
ready to be tested. 
3.4.1.6 Testing 
Validation and verification are carried out. Validation ensures that the system has 
implemented all of the requirements, whereas verification ensures that each 
function works correctly. Testing involves unit testing, integration testing, 
system testing and acceptance testing. Outcome from this stage is a validated and 











This phase, system is put into practical use. Changes are made to the system 
whenever there is a need to correct errors to perfect the system and to adopt 
changes in requirement or environment. 
Table 3.1: Proposed Meth dology 
Development Phase Description Use of prototype 
Requirement Analysis - To investigate current system - N/A 
- To discover user requirement 
System Design - To transform requirement - To experiment 
specification into design and help in 
specification deciding design 
alternatives 
Coding - To transform design - To integrate and 
specification into program evolve into final 
codes system 
Testing - To validate and verity the - N/A 
final system 
Implementation - To put system into practical - N/A 
use 
- To make change if necessary 










3.4.1.8 Advantages of Sawtooth Model 
• It is simple model and easy to use 
• Reduce project time and cost 
• Helping developer lay out what they ne cd t d 
• Easy to associate and identity each mil> t n 'th if deliver 
• Disciplined approach and testing h in d n ' in a h phase. 
• Systematic 
• Able to reduce the risk and avoid error during the 
development process 
3.5 Conclusion 
Due mainly to the time constraints and nature of the system, the Sawtooth 
Model was chosen for this project. It presents comprehensive steps on what 
happen during the development and it suggest to the developer the sequence of 
the event should deal with. The Sawtooth Model approach has many strengths, 
including the enforced disciplined approached. It is also tames client-related 
risks. The depiction of the Sawtooth Model illustrates the difference in 




















CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM ANAL Y I 
4.1 Introduction 
The phase of system analysis includes all the steps involve in information 
gathering and system's requirements identification. A requirement analysis is 
carried out to fulfill the system's purpose. Requirements are divided into two 
categories which are functional and non-functional requirements. A set of 
requirements defines the system that is to be designed. In terms of software 
requirements analysis, it defines features, functional capabilities, performance 
design constraints of a system to fulfill system's objective. 
Tue features and capabilities are in terms of the behaviors and activities 
of a system. Therefore user studies need to be conducted to gather enough 
information about system's requirements. The analysis of the results of user 
studies and the synthesis of a design are two closely related coupled activities. 
Hence both are describe collectively as analysis and design. 
In order to get an overview of the system requirements, an extensive 
analysis is needed. System analysis is conducted with the following objectives in 
mind: 
> To ascertain the functional and non-functional requirements of the system. 
> To determine the programming language, database and hardware needs of the 
system. 











4.2 Information Gathering 
The system analysis process starts off with the step of information 
gathering. The methods used to find facts and information in the analysis process 
of my projects includes: 
> Reading and reviewing background mat erinl . 
> Conducting user studies. 
4.2.1 Reading and Reviewing Background Materials 
I have chosen several types of ways in gathering and seeking the essential 
information before I start develop my courseware such as: 
> Research through books, journals, and previous thesis. 
> Research by searching from the Internet and online articles. 
> Review on the existing educational courseware. 
> Discussion with my supervisor. 
Through this method of information gathering, all the related background 
material are gone through and reviewed. Plenty of time spent in the document 
room in my faculty to refer to the previous theses done by seniors. Besides, 
research had been conducted via the internet by reading online articles which are 










Further more, studies of the existing system have been conducted. By 
referencing and studying others' online demonstration of the educational 
courseware, I obtain some good ideas to develop the proposed system. Analysis 
and studies of these existing systems on the internet have been done from various 
aspects such as layout, design, user interface, the intern ti ns betw n system 
and user's scope and etc. all the information is su cly th· rm data for the 
courseware that is to be developed. 
Another source of research is through my supervisor. Through discussion 
with my supervisor, I have plenty of ideas regarding how the application should 
be and how to develop this application. 
4.2.2 Conducting User Studies 
User study methods provides us with a real life data we need about 
people's activities, enabling us to design system to support these user, especially 
design an effective interactive system. This is what we mean when we talk of 
taking a user-centered approach. After the target group or the main users of the 
system has been identified, studies have been conducted as a first step towards 
understanding of the potential for my project. 
There are a number of ways of gathering information from the users such 
as: 










In this project, I had an informal interview with my friends and also 
public sharing of questions and answers in getting information on how and what 
they need in driver education and using computer to study. I also ask them on 
how they think about 2D multimedia courseware. 
4.3 Requirement Definition 
Requirement of the system is the description of the features or functions 
that the system should provide as well as the constraints of the system. System 
requirements are generally classified into two; functional and non-functional 
requirements. 
4.3.1 Functional Requirements 
The functional requirements for a system describe the functionality or 
services that the system is expected to provide. It also refers as features that the 
project should have. 
Animated 'L' Driving Guide is based on Deparment of Motor Vehicles 
(DMV) curriculum and it is divided into four modules, where each topic has an 
explanation with animation and interactive exercise. Also have one modules for 











There are five modules in this courseware. Users can choose which topic they 
want to learn either 'Isyarat Jalan Raya', 'Peraturan Jalan Raya', 'Etika Jalan 
Raya', 'Ujian' and 'Bantuan'. 
)- Animation 
Users can see all animation whether in true or wrong situ tions ba ed on the 
traffic signs when the user click on the right or wrong button. Also the users can 
do some exercise after learn the traffic signs module. 
)- Mock Test 
The users also can do the mock test or 'Ujian' module to test their understanding 
about the traffic signs before sitting the real exam. My partner will do this part. 
)- User Guide/User Manual 
Guide the user such as introduction about the courseware and also instruction on 
how to use the courseware. 
)- Back/Previous button 










4.3.2 Non-functional Requirements 
A non-functional requirement ts a description of the features, 
characteristic, and attributes of the system as wen as any constrains that may 
limit the boundaries of the proposed solution. Below are the non-functional 
requirements that are needed for my courseware:- 
1. User Friendly 
I will be developing the courseware that will enable the user to browse the 
CD-ROM without any problem or frustration. It is very important to make 
sure that users are comfortable and do not encounter difficulties while using 
the courseware. The courseware will be based on the easy-to-use concept and 
there will be a talking wizard to gives the users guide and assist them 
whenever needed. The graphical user interface will help user in pointing and 
click their way round easily. 
2. Attractive interface 
The interface that I will design will be a very graphical one and colorful so 
that the user not so bored. Other than that, my reason is to attract and 
maintain users' s interest and attention. The graphics used will be based of 
cartoon character and a reasonable amount or animation and more real 









3. Easy to navigate 
The navigation in this courseware will be as simple as possible so that it will 
suit the ability of the target user. The navigation button and icons will be 
based on graphical and symbols so that it will be easy to understand. 
4. Interactive 
This feature will enables interactivity between users and the courseware. The 
most common from of the interactivity is clicking on the links to navigate 
around the courseware. Some pages may have input boxes into which the 
user can enter textual information. As for the input boxes where the user 
enters the answers for the questions, immediate feedback will be given. 
5. Learn ability 
Users will be able to understand faster and more effective the most basic 
comments and navigation option and use them to choose the modules that 
they prefer. They will be having no difficult in remembering how to use and 
navigate in the courseware after a period of time of non-use. 
6. Use satisfaction 
The courseware is designed to be enjoyable to use and pleasing to users. User 
satisfaction will be within acceptable levels of users cost in terms of 
tiredness, discomfort and individual effort so 'that the satisfaction causes 










4.4 Software Requirements 
According to all the research that has been done, I have choose several 
software that suitable for developing an Animated 'L' Driving Guide. I have 
decided using Macromedia Director MX, Swish Max and Adobe Photoshop CS 2 to 
develop this courseware. 
4.4.1 Macromedia Director MX 
Macromedia Director MX is one of the tools in the market that provides a 
high-performance solution for video where it enable user to use long video files 
in their native format. It also can be use to generate a large application suite for 
CD or DVD distribution (hundreds of megabyte), customized applications, 
multiple media formats needed, launching external applications and also can 
content with many objects on the stage, including high performance games. 
Lingo was the scripting language by director. By using it, it can assist the 
user to include interactivity to a movie and to control a movie in response to a 
particular conditions and events. Director uses four types of scripts which are 
behaviors, movie script, parent script, and script attached to cast members. 
Features: 
• Integrated and streamlined to implement ideas easily and efficiently 
• Multimedia tool for building rich, interactive content and application 
• Ensure smooth playback with advanced memory management 










4.4.2 Swish Max 
Swish Max can be used to create animation to the objects. Swish Max 
supports multiple-selection and grouping. Also can select more than one object 
and convert the selection into a group. Complex effects, such as explode and 
vortex, can then be applied to the group. Import drawings diagram and logos 
and bring them to life in Swish Max. Swish Mru also can read WMF. EMF and 
SWF files, as well as GIF, JPG, BMP and PNG image . The wish Max display 
is now 100% WYSIWYG; it displays all objects, including text, graphics and 
images, exactly as they appear in the Flash Player. In Swish Max we can also 
scroll, pan, and zoom to the display window. 
4.4.3 Adobe Photoshop CS 2 
Adobe Photoshop CS 2 is a state-of-the-art tool with is comprehensive set of 
retouching, printing, drawing, and web tools. Photoshop complete any image- 
editing task efficiently. With features like the history palette and editable layer 
effects, which allow user to experiment freely without sacrificing efficiency. 
Photoshop is a technical tool, for advance user, it can almost create any 
texture, any 2D image and can finely retouch on a photo. As Photoshop become 
more robust and rich features in every latest released, which makes it the best 










4.5 Hardware Requirements 
Hardware requirements describe constraints on computers and peripheral 
equipment, their capacity and time available for use.. Hardware requirements 
need to be deciding to determine the feasibility of pcrf ormance requirements. 
Hardware requirements are divided into: 
};:>- Hardware requirements for developer 
)- Hardware requirements for user 
4.5.1 Hardware Requirements for Developer 
• Processor: Pentium IV 1.6 Gigabyte 
• Random Access Memory: 128 MB 
• Hard disk: 2GB 
• 32 MB Graphic card 
• Sound card 
• Speaker 
• CD-RW drives 










4.5.2 Hardware Requirements for User 
• Processor: Pentium II and higher 
• Random Access Memory: 32 MB and above 
• 16 MB Graphic card 
• sound card 
• speaker 
• standard input and output 
• Others standard computer peripheral 
4.6 Delivery Medium 
The delivery medium defined by which the application be delivered to the 
users. Here, the delivery medium that I have chosen is CD-ROM. This medium 
has become so universal that it seems unlikely that it may ever lose its 
supremacy as a carrier. When compared to Web-based training, the benefits 
largely come from the fact that CD-ROMs usually provide a more engaging 





















CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.1 System Design 
A system design is a description of the structure of th s ftware t be 
implemented, the data which is part of the system, the interfa e between system 
components and sometimes the algorithm used. Designers do not arrive at a finished 
design immediately but develop the design iteratively and detail as the design is 
developed, with constant backtracking to correct earlier designs. 
The design process may involve developing several models of the system at 
different level of abstraction. As a design is decomposed, errors and omissions in earlier 
stages are discovered. These feedbacks to allow earlier design models to be improved. 
For Animated 'L' Driving Guide, Data Flow Diagram and structure charts will 
be used to model the courseware. The structure charts are chosen to show the outline of 
the Animated 'L' Driving Guide courseware. Data Flow Diagram will be use to provide 
the graphical illustration which shows the flow data and logic within the courseware. 















Flow of data 
Process 
External entities that can send data to 
ort receive data from th system. 
Interacts with the system but 
considered as outside of the boundaries 
of the system. 
It is used to show the movement of 
data from an origin to a destination 
with the head of arrow pointing 
towards the destination. 
It represents the transformation or 
processing of information within a 
system. 
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External entities that can send data to 
Entity 
ort receive data from the system. 
Interacts with th system but 
considered as outside of the boundaries 
of the system. 
It is used to show the movement of 
Flow of data data from an origin to a destination 
with the head of arrow pointing 
towards the destination. 
It represents the transformation or 
Process processing of information within a 
system. 









5.2 Structured Module 
System structure is used to depict high level of abstraction of a specific system. 
The use of system structure is to describe the interaction between independent modules. 
Major functions form the initial component part of the system structure whi h can be 
broken into detailed sub-component. 
Menu Utama 
I 
I J I 





Ujian Ujian Peraturan Ujian Etika 
Tanda Isyarat JalanRaya Jalan Raya 
Figure 5.1: System Structure Chart of Animated 'L' Driving Guide 
Figure above is a concept map that illustrates the structure of the Animated 'L' 
Driving Guide module. It will be divided into 4 modules, where each module has an 










• Tanda Isyarat 
Users will know more about traffic signs (Highway Code) and their 
function based on the animation. 
• Peraturan Jalan Raya 
Users will show the situation which is having sp d and l mp control. 
User can control the situation by keyboard t understanding the traffic 
signs. 
• Etika Jalan Raya 
Show the users about animation on driving ethics and road safety. 
• Ujian 
This module has done by my partner where mock test I examination 
have. 
• Bantuan 
Guide the user such as introduction about the courseware and also 










5.3 Systems Flowcharts 
Systems flowcharts are graphic illustrations of the physical flow of information 
through the entire accounting system. A systems flowchart is commonly us d in 
analysis and design. The symbols of the flowcharts as shown below: 
Symbol Description 
I I Process 
~ ~ 
A flow of process represents a pathway of process 
<> Decision 
D Document 


















































Processed selection 'L' Driving 
Guide 
Figure 5.4: Context diagram for Animated L' Driving Guide 
Figure 5.4 shows an overview of Animated 'L' driving guide which is the high 
level of Data Flow Diagram (DFD) in Animated 'L' Driving Guide. User can choose 
whether he or she want to view the content that is available on the screen. 
View .. USER ~ 

























5.5 Designing Module 
The system design of Animated 'L' Driving Guide module is based on all the 
information gathered from the research that stated in Chapter 2, the Literature Review. 
The contents of the system is designed based on the requirement of the end-users and 
the interface is designed according to end-users interest other that taking the requirement 
of the attractiveness as consideration. Besides, to design a better system, the advantages 
and disadvantages of the existing systems in the market are taken into consideration. 
Basically, these are the characteristic of' Animated 'L' Driving Guide: 
~ User friendly. 
~ Based on the syllabus taught by Development Motor Vehicle (DMV). 
~ Animation and interactive. 
~ Instructions those are simple and easy to understand. 
~ Contents focused on 4 main modules included 'Tanda Isyarat', 'Peraturan Jalan 
Raya', 'Etika Jalan Raya' and 'Ujian'. 
~ Well organized and easy to navigate. 










5.6 User Interface Design 
The system interface will give the first impression to the user about the system. It 
is the important part of the system. It will be easy for the user to navigate the whole 
system when the system interface is user-friendly and easy to und rstand. ood user 
interface design is critical to the success of the system. An int erf c that i difficult to 
use will, at best, result in a high level of user errors. At worst, u irs will simply refuse to 
use the software system irrespective of its functionality. 
If information is presented in a confusing or misleading way, users may 
misunderstand the meaning of information. They may initiate a sequence of actions that 
corrupt data or even cause catastrophic system failure. 
Table 5.3: The Principal Characteristic of Graphical User Interface (GUI). 
Characteristic Description 
Windows Multiple windows allow different information to be displayed 
simultaneously on the user's screen. 
Icons Icons represent different types of information. On some systems, 
icons represent files; on others, icon represents processes. 
Menus Commands are selected from a menu rather that typed in a command 
language. 
Pointing 
A pointing device such as a mouse is used for selecting choices from 
a menu or indicating items of interest in a window. 
Graphic 












CD pembolajaran socara interaktif ini dihasilkan 
untuk mombantu p rn pemohon les n 'L' untuk 
belajar dengan I bih mudah dan senang untuk 
difahami sekaligus dapat membantu para 
pemohon lulus dengan cemeriang. 
Button 
--- 
Figure 5.6: Screen design for main page 
Figure 5.6 shows the main interface for the Animated 'L' Driving Guide. 
Animated 'L' Driving Guide is based on the syllabus taught by DMV where each topic 
has an explanation and interactive animation. Users will be given optional to choose the 
topics. Besides, they can also take the mock test to test their understanding about the 
topic. A user guide button provided an introduction about the courseware and also 





















CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM IMPLEM fi~NT ATION 
6.1 Development Needs 
After doing all the research regarding animation and preparing the design, 
it is about time for the system to be implemented. In this chapter, we will study 
process of development in Animated 'L' Driving Guide. The main thing that 
should be prepared before the development process is to prepare a machine 
which has at least the minimum requirement for a developer. In this case, the 
machine should have at least a 32MB graphic card, 128MB DDRAM and plenty 
of hard disk space. 
After ensuring the hardware needed are complete (which include 
speakers, printer, sound card), the next step that should be taken is to ensure that 
the development tools is installed in the computer. After extensive research and 
analysis, the development tools were chosen. The software chosen depends on its 
features to fulfill the system needs. 
This software has been installed into the developer's system: 
1. Macromedia Director MX 
Provides a high performance solution for video where it enable user to 











This authoring tool is use to create the animation and font to display in an 
attractive and effectiveness way and also use to create button. 
3. Adobe Photoshop CS2 
Adobe Photoshop is needed to edit the graphics, design the interface and 
draw symbol of traffic signs. 
4. Microsoft Office Visio 2003 
To draw the map and shapes for traffic signs 
5. Microsoft Office Word 2003 and Microsoft Office Project 2003 
Needed for writing thesis report 
6.2 Implementation Methodsffechniques 
The phase of implementation in this project is concerned with the 
translation of the set of logical physical designed into program codes that will 
eventually generic the Animated 'L' Driving Guide and make it functions like it 
should. The following sections in implementation outlines all the necessary steps 











6.3 System Development 
6.3.1 Interface Implementation 
The learning application's interface is developed using Macromedia 
Director MX and have been divided into intro, four ( 4) modules, main menu and 
user manual. 
• Intro 
• 'Laman Utama' page 
• 'Isyarat Jalan Raya' module 
• 'Peraturan Jalan Raya' module 
• 'Etika Jalan Raya' module 
• 'Ujian' module 
'Ujian Tanda Isyarat' sub-module 
'Ujian Peraturan Jalan Raya' sub-module 
'Ujian Etika Jalan Raya' sub-module 











Slla kllk untuk masuk » 
Figure 6.1: Intro Page 
• This is a intro page as a montage for this courseware will promote the 










(ii) 'Laman Utama' page 
CD pembelajaran secart intoraktif ini dibina 
untuk membontu colon-colon les n 'L' untuk 
mompelajari tanda-tonda isyarot jalan raya, 
peraturan jalan raya dan etika jatan raya 
dengan lebih mudah dan berkesan. CD 
pembelajaran ini sangat mudah difahami dan 
secara tidak langsung, dapat meningkatkan dan 
mengukuhkan pemahaman sekaligus dapat 
membantu para calon lulus dengan cemerlang. 
Figure 6.2: 'Laman Utama' Interface 
• Laman Utama is the main page of the system. In this page consists four 
( 5) other buttons to represent each module develop which are Laman 
Utama button, Tanda Isyarat button, Peraturan Jalanraya button, Etika 
Jalanraya button, Ujian button and Bantuan button. This entire buttons 










(iii) 'Isyarat Jalan Raya' module 
TANDA ISYARAT JALAN RAYA 
Semua pemancu hendaklan senll.ls 1 mem 1tur11 
tenea-tanca lsyarat dan peraturan-peraturan p11n r iyi 
yang dltetapkan untuk mernasnkan ke,el.1m,1tJn 
terjamln Olen ttu. amat pentlng untuk mempel.,J xn, 
mengetahul can memahaml makna seuap t,1na,1. 1.1nct_i 
tsyarat lalullntas yang dlgun3l<tm di jJl,,n ray' 
Modul 1n1 mengandungl pe1oaga1 tanaa "YM Jt 
lalullnt s serta penerangannya Mlm ~I yang betut d.111 
smt~h b~gl seuap tenca lsyorut dltuntul k'"' b, g1 
men1ngkatkan kefal18mJn para peiaJ 1 
Figure 6.3: 'Isyarat Jalan Raya' main page 
- 
SIMPANG EMPA T 
a. Berhentl di sellap slmpang empat <$> b. Perhatlkan kenderaan di sebelah 
kanan dan hadapan. 
c. Berl lciluan kepada kenderaan dart 
sebelah kanan 
~ )( 
LillT ASAN KERET API TIOAll 
BERPAGAR <e:> a Pertahankan kenderaan kellka 
berhamplran dengan tanda lnl 
b. Berhenu dan pastlkan tlaaa Keretapl 




~ a. Beri lsr.init S9belum membelok 
ke kiri alau ke kanan 
b. Berhenll apablla liba di 
per5lmpangan 
c. Juca tiaua kenueraan.1erus1<an 
perJalanan 
~ )( 
UNTASAN PEJAlAN llAlll 
<t> a Perlahankan kenderaan ket1ka mellhal lanaa lnl b. Berhenti seldranva ada orang meUntas dan pandu dengan berhatt-hali 
c. Tldak boleh membunylkan hon 
~ )( 



























(iv) 'Peraturan Jalan Raya' module 
PERATURAN JALAN RAYA 
Figure 6.7: 'Peraturan Jal.an Raya' main page 
Slla l<lik pada gambara)ah: 










Satu garlsan terus 
berwarna kunlng 
yang terdapat 12 




di sepanjang jalan 
tersebut 
Figure 6.9: Animation of 'Peraturan Garisan' 
Peraturan Lalulintas 
Anda dikehendaki menjawab semua soalan yang diberikan 
berdasarkan situasi-situasi tertentu. 
( MUia J 










Figure 7.1: First question for 'Uji Minda' interface 
Tahnlah, teruskan perjalanan anda .. 
, ' 











Figure 7.3: Interface for wrong answer 










(v) 'Etika Jalan Raya' module 
ETIKA JALAN RAYA 
Modul ini mengandungi animasi yang di kawal sendiri ol h pelaj r. 
la menekankan etika pemanduan semasa di jalan rnyn Pelbagai 
soatan dlajukan bagi mcningkatkon kofahaman para polaj r tent ng 
pemanduan berhemat. Kawalan dari papan kokunci mcnunjukk n 
arah pergerakan adalah seperti berikul: 




Figure 7.5: 'Etika Jalan Raya' main page 
~Go~ 
JJ 1JC~Llll !J.J WcID 
Sita klik butang untuk bermain 
Sila pastikan anda mematuhi had laju yang ditetapkan 
Selamat Maju Jayal 
MUL~ 










Figure 7.7: Interface of 'Start' the games 
Tujuan utama pemanduan berhemat 
diperkenalkan ialah untuk:- 
1. PEMANDUAN BERHEMAT 
n Mengelakkan kemalangan jalan raya 
0 Menghalang perjalanan anda 
D Menjimatkan kos perjalanan anda 




















CHAPTER 7: SYSTEM TE "JIN 
7 .1 What is testing? 
Testing is the exposure of a system to trial input to see whether it 
produces correct output. 
Among alternative definitions of testing are as following: 
~ The process of exercising or evaluating a system or system component by 
manual; or automated means to verify that is satisfies specified requirements 
of to identify differences between expected and actual results 
~ Any activity aimed at evaluating that it meets its required results. Testing is 
the measurements of software quality. 
~ The process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors. 
From these definitions, none of it claims that testing shows that software 
is free from defects. A successful test is one that finds a defect is a good thing. 
Thus the mind-set for good testing needs to be one in which finding defects is a 










7.2 Unit Testing 
Unit testing usually becomes the earliest method in testing. It involves 
testing towards each component accordingly. For Animated 'L' Driving Guide, 
unit testing is done by ensuring these components work: 
~ To make sure the questions are correct and language used understandable and 
no grammatical mistake. 
~ To make sure the animation of traffic signs works properly with the sound 
effects and the user will understand with the description. 
~ To ensure all the buttons works properly. 
~ To make sure user can easily move back to the main page of the learning 
package or go to the other page. 
7.3 Integration Testing 
Once individual program components have been tested, they must be 
integrated to create a partial or complete system. This integration process 
involves building the system and testing the resultant system for problems that 
arise from component interactions. Integration test should be developed from the 
system specification and integration testing should begin as soon as usable 










The main difficulty that ari i.; in inte ration testing is localizing errors 
that are discovered during process. There are complex interactions between the 
system components and, when an anomalous output is discovered, it may be hard 
to find the source of the error. To make it easier to locate errors, you should 
always use an incremental approach to system integration and testing. Initially, 
you should integrate a minimal system configuration and test this system. You 
then add components to this minimal configuration and test after each added 
increment. 
For Animated 'L' Driving Guide, the method for testing is the Sandwich 
testing where it combines the technique of top-bottom integration method and 
also bottom-up integration. This technique is chosen because it has more benefits 
compared to other techniques. 
Sandwich testing allows testing from a very early stage and each 
component can be tested individually or combined with the other components. 
This will reduce the errors each program during the development phase. Besides 
saving time, this technique makes the system runs smoothly. 
Generally, during integration testing, testing is done towards a system on 
how it interacts with each other, which means navigation from each stage to the 
next stage. All components will be integrated and tested one by one. Though 
there are problems faced from time to time during testing, these problems can be 










7.4 System Testing 
This stage of testing is to ensure that the system meets the user 
requirements. The results from the testing show that the system as an overall 
works as planned. 
By clicking the projector file, the system will straight away show the 
intro and all menu of the Animated 'L' Driving Guide. System testing was done 
to all the module of the Animated 'L' Driving Guide. All the button and the 
audio system are works properly. 
To show the animation of traffic signs based on their situations, the users 
just click the right or wrong button. Users are easily move back to the main menu 
by pressing back button at each page until found the main menu or click the 
menu to go the other pages. Also, the users can click the next or back button 
easily to go the other pages. To quit the program, users just click the exit button 










7.4.1 Functional Testing 
Once the unit test is complete, the tc ting phase is then proceeding to a 
step further into system functionality testing. Herc, the major functions were 
tested to ensure that they perform the right task as expected. The following 
descriptions describe in detail some of the major function that was tested. 
• User select the module then select sub-module 
• Display activity screen 
7.4.2 Performance Testing 
The purpose of this performance testing is to address the non-functional 
requirements of the system. Performance test may also compare the system with 
the remainder of these software and hardware requirements. When the test is 
performed successfully in a user's actual working environment, it yields a 
validated system. As for Test module in Animated 'L' Driving Guide system's 
performance, effectiveness of data manipulation and accuracy of the retrieving 
data are carefully examined. 
7.4.3 Acceptance Testing 
When functionality and performance testing have been completed, the 
system is assumed to have met all requirements specified during initial stages of 
the software development life cycle. Acceptance testing is then done to obtain 





















CHAPTER 8: SYSTEM. EV ALUA I N AND DISCUSSION 
8.1 Introduction 
Throughout the software development phrase, various problems were 
encountered and for the most past were resolved at the testing phrase. There are 
many techniques which use to evaluate the final Animated •L' Driving Guide. It 
was evaluated to identify its strengths, limitations and possibilities for future 
enhancement of the system. 
System evaluation is very important because it provides feedback about 
the current system that was working with. 
8.2 Problem and Solution 
Learning something very new needs patient and hard work. Though how 
hard you try, there always be errors and problems faced. Any problems will have 
a solution to it. 
During the entire development of the Animated 'L' Driving Guide, 
several problems were encountered. In this section will discuss about the 










» Limitation of Authoring 'I ool 
There are many authoring tools in the market, but each of them has their 
strengths and weaknesses. So, I need to use many authoring tools to develop this 
courseware. For example Macromedia Director MX has quite a limited type of 
fonts. The fonts can not be displayed in an attractive and effectiveness way. To 
solve this problem, I have chosen Swish Max to create the font, images, graphics 
and animation picture and then import to Macromedia Director MX. 
}> Unfamiliarity with development tool 
Because of never use scripting in Macromedia Director MX before, there 
is some problem that the developer encountered in using the software. Less 
references also make it more difficult to solve the problems occur. So, I have 
chosen to refer to Director Help and sample files that the developer finds by 
searching via Internet. Also, seeking advice from supervisor and discuss with my 
course mate 
» Lack of Knowledge 
Developing an Animated 'L' Driving Guide has been a heavy duty job as 
I need to equip myself to understand and master all the tools that I have chosen. I 
was not familiar with the tools as it was quite new to me especially to create the 
animation based on the traffic signs using Swish Max. The solution for this 
problem is I try to explore all the tools by myself and do the exercises in the 










~ Difficult to design the interface .nd gr phic 
Problems that faced during the early tages of development are lack of 
knowledge and experience of real courseware system I ayout of standard user 
interfaces. Therefore, it is difficult in designing the most appropriate logic user 
interfaces and the graphics for each situation of traffic signs. So that, I have chosen 
to refer internet and do some research on many other system interfaces to helps in 
designing the user interfaces in more presentable and attractive manner 
~ Limited Time 
As I am very new to all the tools being used, I need a lot of time to start 
and complete this courseware especially to deliver a really good and smart 
courseware that achieves targets and objective of this courseware. I have not 
enough time to develop this courseware as most of the time is used to learn how 










8.3 System Strengths 
Compare to the other similar courseware in the market that I have been 
survey; this courseware has it strengths and listed as below: 
)- User Friendly 
An Animated 'L' Driving Guide is very easy to use. No installations of software 
are needed in order to use this courseware. Once the courseware started, it shows 
the menu where user can choose the contents or the exercises. User also can read 
the user guide first if they do not know how to use this courseware. 
)- Easy to use 
This system is very easy to use. The commands and the layout are simple and 
well organized. Therefore, it is easy to learn up, use, navigate and remember a 
certain traffic signs, traffic rules and traffic ethics. 
)- Uses of Multimedia elements 
The use of multimedia element such as graphics, sound and animation has 
enhanced learning process more effective. The usage of animation situations 
' 
colors, backgrounds and images make this courseware more attractive. The users 










~ Colorful and Attractive 
The user loves interface that is full of color and cartoons. This courseware has 
been design with colorful background and cartoons to attract the users more 
interested to study using this courseware. 
~ Mobility 
The courseware will be delivered in CD-ROM format so the users manage to 
access the content at any time and place that provides standard computer. 
8.4 System Limitations 
Although this an Animated 'L' Driving Guide has strengths, but this 
courseware also has it weakness and listed as below: 
~ Language Limitation 
This courseware only has Malay version and not provided in another languages. 
~ Speed Limitation 
This courseware might be slow because there are a lot of images, gif animation 
pictures and sound effects which are loaded into this courseware. 
)- Content update 
As the courseware is delivered in CD-ROM format, the content inside cannot 










8.5 Future Enhancement 
This courseware could be further enhanced in the following way: 
);> Enhance User Interface 
User interface should enhance from time to time. Multimedia elements such as 
animated graphics or animated entities should be added to increase it 
attractiveness, impressive and interactive. 
);> Providing more Contents and Exercises 
By provide more contents in this courseware; user can learn more topics with this 
courseware such as a program include information on other aspects of 
transportation safety as pedestrian safety, bicycle safety and cover transportation 
issue as trip planning, vehicle preparation and actions to take in an emergency. 
The users can also do more exercises to test their understanding of each topic. 
);> Providing more Graphics 
More graphics will be providing to make this courseware more interesting. The 
text in this courseware will also be lessening as most users find graphics more 
interesting than text. 
)- Develop for Other Platform 
The system should be design web-based to make sure that user can use the 










8.6 Knowledge and Experience G Ined 
During the entire development and de ign of an Animated 'L' Driving 
Guide, experience and knowledge gained. The following are some of the 
knowledge that gained from the project: 
» Using Authoring Tools 
Technically I have gained so much of knowledge of using authoring tools such as 
Macromedia Director MX, Swish Max and Adobe Photoshop CS2. 
» Skill of Project Management 
Developing this courseware has taught me in so many management skills. Time 
management was among the most important thing and while developing this 
courseware, time was really a big matter as classes and other assignment also 
need to be accomplished. 
» Learn to Work Independently and be patient 
As everyone will face more challenge in a working environment, developing this 
courseware has actually helped me to work more independently. This is a good 
practice for me before I really face the world outside which have more challenge 
and obstacles. Developing this courseware has also taught me to be patient. 
Patient is very important because it requires time to learn, time to develop and 










~ Report writing Skill 
After each system that has been develop, h ii; important to write down the 
documentation. This is for the ease of future or even those maintaining the 
system. Writing report for an Animated 'L' Driving Guide has enhanced my 
report writing skill which would be good and essential for future purposes. 
8. 7 Conclusion 
This courseware is aim to provide an opportunity for users more interesting 
about an Animated 'L' Driving Guide by using newer technologies approach. 
As an overall, the Animated 'L' Driving Guide has achieved and fulfilled some 
of the objectives and requirements. It provides interactive and easy learning for 'L' 
candidates. 
There is a lot of knowledge gained throughout the development of the 
application. These include multimedia program, multimedia technologies, image editing 
and so on. Experiences gained during the development of this courseware are indeed a 
valuable one. Final year project as this could really help students to build up their 
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This is a main page for 'Panduan Memandu Beranimasi' 
MODULE 1: 'ISYARAT JALAN RAYA' 
1. Click on 'ISYARAT JALAN RAYA' Button 
• Display 'ISYARAT JALAN RAYA' Main page where there will be 
some description about this module 
• User needs to read this description first 
TANDA ISYARAT JALAN RAYA 
S!'tnU~ pemanctu ntn0atl31'1 &el'tl1Ha IAt'f'l'IMUf' 
t~l~l ~Y"""' (J,VI pe1~M--J)lfMUl'et\ Jltl311 laf~ ~~r:et~~~~=*~~=::w1. 
rnt!'l'IQfrtM'lli 0¥1 mtm3hatt11 rn31-.n~ uuap 1.m•t:trnll •Wt'• lllulif1at YMIO dq.r'l.lkVldFllOO la'fol 
MOcllJ -• mtn(,l.)nd!.1'4JI peltJf911 lAOOf l')'MM. 
MllAl'O••l"ft p(tf'lef811Q'"'1't'f Nwn1siyang~1Jllfl 
ut.n b~ sttlJpl;)llQa lfYatM~.)n tl)OI 
IN'l"llnOJ~ k.e'f.ahtmon piYI peUjtr 
2. If you click on 'SETERUSNYA' Button, the following interface will be 
displayed 
" 1rt:11 II' pe 
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3. There have the description of the traffic signs. You need to click on the right or 
wrong button to show the animation based on their categories. 









4. The following interface displayed with animation. Also have the description of 
the animated situation. 
r;:>f;lNOIJ~N C1EC-11;:~NOIJ 
~EQ(;lN,C1f;lS1 
MODULE 2: 'PERATURAN JALAN RAYA' 
5. If you click on 'PERATURAN JALAN RAYA' Button, the following interface 
will be displayed. There have 4 buttons such as 'PERATURAN GARISAN', 
'PERATURANMEMOTONG', 'PERATURAN JARAK' and "UJIMINDA'. 
6. You need to read the description given and if you are ready, you just need to 
click on 'PERATURAN GARISAN' button for example. 









7. The following interface displayed. You need to click on the image and the 




8. After click the button, this interface will be display. 
01IB( ng moiOlnk 
kenderaen 1endh1 
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9. For the 'UJI MINDA' part, user need to click 'MULA' button to start the 
animation. 
r;>~~O~~~ C1EC1~NO 
IOE Q~t'UC1~5 t 
Peraturan Lalullnt 
Anda dlkehend9kl menlawah 011111~ •091~11 yong dlb••lk n 
herduark•n tltuatl-tltu ti tt1ttn1u. 
10. Some animation of traffic signs will be displayed and users need to answer the 
questions by click on the signs. 









11. After that, this interface will be displayed whether the users answer right or 
wrong. Just click on the right or wrong symbol to the next pages. 
i;:>i;i NC IJ(;l N 1!1te: 1!1(;1 NC 
'3.te:Qi;lN11!1i;lS1 
Tohnloh, teruskon porJ I n n ond .. 
Pr;:lNCIL.Jf;lN 1!1te: 1!1,;lNC 
GOEQlrlNil!1~S 1 
Anda Gagall 









MODULE 3: 'ETIKA JALAN RA YA' 
12. If you click on 'ETIKA JALAN RA YA' Button, the following interface will be 
displayed 
Pf;lc-.101.Jf;l~ C16C:C1f;lC\j 
~IC: Qf;l~1C1f;l5 I 
TIKA JALAN RAYA 
Oorgt;rftk ko hnd p n 
l B rhQtllllPaflnh flknn kont'lot n 
Ko kannn 
- Keklrl 
13. You need to read the instruction given and if you are ready to play the games, 
you need to click on 'MULA' button. 
SHo kNk bulang untuk bo1 main 
Silo po1tikan and• monibl\llli hod loju yang d~otapkan 
Solomot Moju Joyal 
MULi!\ 









Pf;lN 01.J{;l N C11C: C1f;l M:> t-.J 
IOIC: Qf;lN1C1f;lS 1 
S1la patuhi peraturan jalan raya 
Solomot moncub .. 
Pf;lNOl.J~IN C11C:C1~1NO 
IOIC:Qf;lN1t1~S1 
14. The user must use the arrow on the keyboard to control the car. 
15. Also the user needs to answer the question by click on the check box 
Pf;lNOt-.J~N C1EC1r;lNOt-.J 
IOIC: ~r;:llN1C1f;lS 1 
1. PEMANDUAN BERHEMA T 
Tlquan utamo pemanduan bememat 
diperkenalkan lala!l untuk:· 
I Mengelakkan kemalangon jal n reye 
r I Mengholong perjalanan anda 
r Menjlmatken kos perialanan anda 




















Title: Animated 'L' Driving Guide 
~equirement Analysis 
User requirement questionnaire were distributed to public. The questionnaire is targeted especial! for 
those who are on going to have a driving license. The purpose of this questionnaire is to g t view of how 
the public accept Animated 'L' Driving Guide courseware. 
Part A: Personal Particular 
(Instruction: Please tick ( ") on your answer in appropriate box) 
1) Gender: OM ale 0 Female 
2) Age: 0 <17 018-29 030-49 




(Civil servant/private sector/self employed) 
Other (please specify) :------------------------------ 

















Part B: Information Awareness 
5) Do you have a personal computer at home 
0 Yes 0 No 
6) How often do you use the computer? 
0 7 days a week (everyday) 
0 3 - 4 times a week 
D Once a week 
0 Once a month 
D None 





8) Do you have a driving license? 
0 Yes 0 No 
(Skip question 9 & 10) (Go to question 9 & 10) 




0 Can be better improved 
10) Do you prefer to have Animated 'L' Driving Guide courseware before you are to get a driving 
license? 
0 Yes D No 
11) Do you think Animated 'L' Driving Guide courseware can help you to empower your real 
driving skills and understanding? 










Partc· D. . E · rivmg ducation Awareness 
l2) Do you think by using animation presentation will help you to empower your understanding on 
the course content? 
0 Yes D No 
13) Do you prefer to include voice instruction in this courseware? 
0 Yes D No 
l4) Do you want the presented pictures are relevant to the information'? 
0 Yes D No 
15) Do you want menu key to go to another module in each scrcon and key for moving forward and 
backward in the courseware? 
D Yes 0 No 
l6) Do you want the 'Help' key to get procedural information? 
0 Yes 0 No 
l 7) How would you prefer the layout for Mock Test in the courseware? 
0 All in one 
D Different sub-module for different test 
(Test for Highway signs, ethics and theory display separately) 
18) Would you prefer a timer to go with the Mock Test? 
D Yes D No 
19) Do you want your score automatically saved? 
0 Yes 0 No 
2 3 4 5 
less High 



















" MaJ.c llctn•lo 
Question 2: 
40 .: 






















































HC'w WC'Uld )"lll lUt~ tlw- current JI'J edt1Cllti.>11? 
10-··· 






1 ··· , ... 














Question 1 O: 
Do )'•>n pn:1(.., 111 ht1\'l! Animstlctl 'I.' Uri,·inv, (:uicf.., ._'(1u1vcwn1u bcllou y->n 
f!:et it drivii1g Jke1ise·! 
y .. N" 
Question 11 : 
I).,, )'Oil 1foul1 Ani11n1k1l 'I/ l)rh·lni (!ui1lu a:c1U1)'t.:Yr1u '"""" t.d11 )<'"I.> 











Results: (Question 12 to Question 16) 
(Animated 'L' Driving Guide ('lsyarat', 'Peraturan' & 'Etika' Module)) 
Question 12: 
Do yw thjnk by u11ing 1111in111li1"1 J)n:~u101h111 11111 help yuu ro c1111;it1\H.!r }OUI mklt-'l't!l11mllnt11Jf1 



















































Do you want menu key 10 go to nood1er module in each screen end key for mot ing forward nnJ 
















l>i1 )'tllt wnnt the 'lklp' ~t) 1,, lici pnict."<lt11nl mft,1m111i1"1? 


















BORANG SOAL SELIDIK 
Tajuk: Panduan Memandu Beranimasi 
U'" 1d.l.!ruLPenerimaan Pengguga 
Ujian Penerimaan Pengguna diedarkan kepada orang awam. Sasaran ujian ini adalah kepnd c lon-c Ion 
Yang akan mengambil Lesen Memandu. Tujuan kajian ini adalah untuk mcmperol shi pandan aan d n 
penerimaan pengguna terbadap pakej pembelajaran ini. 
Baba · gian A: Maklumat Peribadl 
(Arahan· Sil 
• 1 a tanda ( .f) pada setiap kotak yang disedlakan) 
1) Jantina: DLelaki 0 Perempuan 
2) Umur: 0 <17 018-29 030-49 
3) Pekerjaan 
0 Pelajar 
0 Tidak Bekerja 
0 Bekerja 
(Kerajaan/Swasta/Bekerja Sendiri) 
Lain-lain ( ·i st a nyatakan) :------------------------------ 
4) Taraf Penclidikan 
0 
CJ 
PMR 0 SPM 0 STPM 
0 NON 
0 DIPLOMA 












5) Adakah anda memiliki komputer di rumah? 
0 Ya 0 Tidak 
6) Pada pendapat anda, adakah Pakej Pembelajaran Panduan Mtmunuln Beranlmas! ini dapat 
membantu anda dalam meningkatkan pemahaman tentang tnndn isyarnt, pemtumn f n etlk j tan 
raya? 
0 Ya 0 Tldak 
7) Adakah anda memerlukan Pakej Pembelajaran Panduan Menurndu Beranlmasi sebelum 
mengambil lesen memandu? 
0 Ya 0 Tidak 
8) Sekiranya pakej ini dipasarkan, adakah anda ingin mernilikinya? 
0 Ya 0 Tidak 
2 3 4 5 
Rendah Tinggi 
9) Berdasarkan skala di atas, berapakah nilai yang akan anda berikan sekiranya berminat? 
0 






































,, .. ....- --· 
JU·M"---1 
Question 5 














Pada pcndo1>nl andn. ndnL:nh Pnkej PCfnbclajnmn PHduttu Mt'lllttndu 
Bennlmul lni dnpnl membnntu nndn dnlam mcningkniknn pcmnhMum lcnt1u1a 


























Adakah anda memerlukan Pakej Pembelajaran P11nduan Me11umdu 









Seklrnnyo pokeJ i11i d1pn1111rkan, adnknh nndtt lng.111 memil1k111yn? 
YM Tldak 





I- I- r- 
- '-- i-- 
0 










Question 1 O : 
This is all comments from the public about Animated 'L' Driving Guide 
course ware 
1. Develop for other platform (web-based concept) 
2. Providing more contents and exercises 
3. Have chances to pubJish this courseware 





















(Animated 'L' Driving Guide ('Isyarat Jalan Raya' Module)) 
To GET 'Isyarat Jalan Raya' module 
on mouse Down () 
go to movie "modulel.dir" 
end mouseDown 
To GET other module 
on mouse Down () 
go to movie "module2.dir" 
end mouseDown 
on mouseDown () 
go to movie "module.dir" 
end mouseDown 




To stop at each frame and go to other frame (Movie Script) 
on exitFrame me 
go to the frame 
end 
on exitFrame me 
go to frame "tanda isyarat 2" 
end 
on mouseDown () 











To go to other frame with rollover cursor change (Behavior Script) 
DESCRIPTION -- 
on getBehaviorDescription me 
return\ 
"ROLLOVER MEMBER CHANGE" & RETURN & RETURN & \ 
"Change the sprite's casL mr-mbe- r wh-sn l h\.., mou sr ol l 
over the sprite." & RETURN & RETURN & \ 
"PARAMETERS:" & RETURN & \ 
"*Rollover cast member" 
end getBehaviorDescription 
on getBehaviorTooltip me 
return\ 
"Use with graphic members." & RETURN & RETURN & \ 
"Swaps a sprite's cast member on rollover." 
end getBehaviorTooltip 
HISTORY -- 
22 October 1998, written for the 07 Behaviors Palette by 
James Newton 
-- Modified 7 January, 2000 by T. Higgins to include the 
isOKToAttach 






on beginSprite me 
mySprite =sprite (me.spriteNum) 
myStandardMember = mySprite.member 
end 
on mouseEnter me 















on isOKToAttach (me, aSpriteType, aSpriteNum) 








if the currentSpriteNum = 0 then exit 
theMember = sprite(the currentSpriteNum) .member 





"Display which member on rollover?", \ 
#graphic, \ 







on mouse Down () 
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